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Part One – Introduction and basis of
report
1 Introduction
The Local Voices project is the Council’s key mechanism for engaging, connecting
and consulting with disabled people (including people with a long-term health
condition) living, working or studying in Tower Hamlets.
The project is funded by Tower Hamlets Council, led by an independent Steering
Group of local disabled people, and facilitated and supported by Real - the
Borough’s user-led organisation of disabled people.
During the year interim reports and updates have been provided by Real to the
Corporate Strategy and Equality team. This report is the full, final year report of the
last year’s delivery of Local Voices.

2 Basis of report
The content of this report is based on:






Minutes from steering group meetings
notes written up after events
notes from consultations run by statutory services
reports produced by the steering group
Interviews with Active Members

These capture issues raised by steering group members and events’ participants.
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Part Two - Overview of project delivery
3 Delivering the Local Voices project
Real’s role is to facilitate the delivery of Local Voices. We support a Steering Group
of local disabled. The Steering Group are responsible for the overall direction of the
project.
Real also administers the project. We oversee the development and delivery of the
various project plans, we maintain the budget and we liaise with One Tower Hamlets
on all contractual matters.
To do this Real previously employed a Local Voices Project Worker. During the year,
to address challenges and our vision for developing Real’s engagement services, we
had a restructuring. We now employ an Engagement and Communications
Coordinator, Mark Healey, and two Engagement Officers, Rob Johnson and Hannah
West. We’ve combined funding from another project to enable this.
Rob has worked on the project for the past three and a half years. The team is
supported by Real’s Delivery and Development Manager, Karen Linnane, who is
responsible for the overall contract delivery. Local Voices also benefits from
administration and events support from Real’s Office Administrator, Lorna Grazette,
and Real’s Finance Coordinator, Meena Khanom. Real’s CEO, Mike Smith, has also
supported some of the consultation events.
Rob coordinates the work of the Steering Group, alongside the wider support from
his colleagues in Real to ensure an effective and active engagement function.

4 Working with the Steering Group and Active
Members
The Steering Group are the most integral part of the project. They are responsible for
the project direction and for holding Real and the Council’s Corporate Strategy and
Equality team accountable. The group ensure disabled people have a voice, and are
genuinely able to influence, and change, statutory and other services locally.

4.1 Recruitment
Further recruitment to the Steering Group has remained an objective throughout year
four. Over the last three years we have had a turnover of members and started the
year with eight regular committed members. People move on for a variety of
reasons, including changing health conditions. The Steering Group currently has 12
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members, and this year turnover has been low, with only one member leaving and
being replaced.
The continuity of regular members has been vital to the ongoing success achieved
by the Steering Group. Looking forward we want to increase numbers to strengthen
the team and ensure people leaving doesn’t destabilise their work.

4.2 Diversity of the Steering Group
The Steering Group continues to be a diverse group, though we noted some areas
which we worked to improve:





Early in the year we had an inequality of genders (more males). We had some
success in balancing this as the year progressed
Representation of impairment groups – an improvement in the number of
Steering Group members who identify as having sensory and learning
disabilities
Younger people are underrepresented – Local Voices encouraged younger
person participation by introducing Steering Group membership trials

We recognise there is still some work to do in 2017 to achieve an improved diversity
of the group, and we intend to continue actively recruiting. This will also keep the
dynamic of the group fresh.

4.3 Steering group meetings
The members meet every six weeks. The purpose of these meetings is to guide and
steer the work of Local Voices. The group have an elected Chair (Henry Stone) and
two minute takers (Sabina Cady & Jackie Kennedy).
The members have agreed standard agenda items which enable them to continue to
move the project forward:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minutes and actions from previous meeting
Supervision, training and development
Steering Group membership and structure
Communications
Development of the network
Project work
Reviewing outcomes of consultations

When the group are approached to facilitate consultations they will often plan them
on the same day as the meeting and invite Active Members to attend after the
Steering Group meeting. This maximises their time and cuts down on travel, which
can be difficult for some of the Steering Group and many of our Active Members.
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4.4 Supervision and Training
Through Steering Group meetings the members are encouraged to utilise the offer of
1-2-1 supervision. Supervision uptake is discretionary; we are aware of asking too
much of our volunteer’s time and so we don’t mandate supervision. However we do
promote the benefits and it is a regular item on the Steering Group meeting agenda.
More members participated, this year. This contributed to individual development
plans which, in turn, fed into the overall Training Plan and delivery.
In 2016, Local Voices continued to provide a range of diverse and relevant training
opportunities to the Steering Group. The expansion of the training offer allowed
individual Steering Group members to take part in training they considered
supported their own progression and development. This resulted in an improvement
in overall engagement in the programme.
Summary of training provision utilised by the group:
Training

Provision

Attendees

Governance

NCVO

8

I.T. Skills (Feb May)

Real’s peer trainer
programme – weekly
session

Varies – 2 per
session on
average

I.T. Skills (Aug Dec)

Real’s peer trainer
programme – weekly
session
Tower Hamlets Homes
Real IAA service
Volunteer Facilitator
LBTH

Varies – up to 5
per session

PowerPoint
Presentation Skills

Happy Computers

7

Access Surveying

Disabled Go

3

Taking Minutes

Local Voices - internal

2

Mystery Shopping

Local Voices - internal

3

Housing Overview

Making Every
Contact Count

6

3

The full training plan for 2016 is included in Appendix 1
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Progression for the Steering Group
The Steering Group have utilised the skills acquired through training to take more
control of the aspects of Local Voices delivery:




Chairing their meetings. Following a period of chair rotation (started in 2015).
Henry Stone agreed to chair the meetings in 2016.
Following successful training in minute taking, 2 Steering Group members
now routinely help out in the taking and write up of the minutes.
Building on their skill base and confidence, they help to develop and deliver
specific projects:
o Faiz and Jackie co-leading the Floating Bus Stop access audit (see
5.6)
o Henry leading Community Transport Research (see 5.8)

4.5 Active Members (AM)
Local Voices continues to develop a network of local disabled people (members) and
related service providers and supporters (associate members). We currently have
195 members, and growing every week.
We send regular communications to our members. Often there is a ‘call to action’
such as we are inviting them to engage in a consultation or event. When network
members get involved in these and come to two or more they become Active
Members.
This is an important distinction for Local Voices, we don’t want people to be passive
recipients of information. We want to have a two, or even three, way dialogue with
our constituents and related services.
In addition to attending events and consultations, our Active Members will support
the Steering Group in delivering project work. This is essential in affecting change
and influencing decisions made by statutory and public services.
Their energy and commitment alongside the Steering Group, is essential to Local
Voices’ success.

4.6 Feedback from Active Members
To provide independent content upon which to base parts of this report we
commissioned an independent interviewer to speak to our Active Members about:





their experience with Local Voices
why they got involved
what they think the issues are for local disabled people
what worked well and what could be improved
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This feedback is essential for us to improve our work and ensure we are responding
to the need of our local community.
The full topic guide is attached as Appendix 1. The interviewer contacted 10 people
for interviews and was successful in reaching and interviewing 6 people
We have summarised and taken quotes from the independent interviewer’s feedback
for this report. The full interviews are available upon request. The topic guide is
Appendix 2
How and why the Active Members got involved
Many Active Members heard about Local Voices through word of mouth or being
involved in other projects/services linked with Local Voices such as the Patient
Leaders programme and Real’s Direct Payment Support Service.
People got involved for a range of reasons such as:




Gaining and sharing knowledge with peers
Having the ability to critique statutory services
Getting a fair deal for disabled people

Our Active Members shared why they got involved:
Interviewee No.3 ‘The work of Local Voices interested me. I saw what they did and
thought it was different and interesting.’
Interviewee No.4 ‘I wanted to be involved and wanted to know what was going on in
Tower Hamlets for disabled people. I did not know any other wheelchair users and
wanted to meet other users to see how they coped. Also I wanted to learn new skills
which may help me to seek employment in the future.’
Interviewee No.6 ‘I want to see improvements for disabled people and carers. I don’t
want to be seen as always moaning but I want to be practical and move things
forward’
Engagement – events and consultations
Our Active Members talked about the events and consultations they took part in.
They told us what worked well and less well, and what work was the most beneficial.
Having knowledge about what there is for disabled people, getting information from
events and find out what is going on in the borough was important for our Active
Members. Being able to get their views heard and engaging with disabled people to
alleviate isolation was also important.
Transport work was cited as the most beneficial.
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Interviewee No.6 ‘The best event was the transport event. It was a sociable event
and interactive. It was really good. Disabled People were treated like ‘real’ people.’
It was also noted that events which bring together disabled people and carers are
useful in having both perspectives; an example given was the consultation on
charging for social care.
Mostly the feedback on engagement was positive, however several Active Members
suggested meetings and events need to be advertised more widely to reach a wider
audience.
Support to engage
We asked the Active Members what support they needed to engage. Transport was
the biggest barrier to attending consultations and events.
Interviewee No.2 ‘Events have a limited budget and they cannot spend a lot of
money on getting people to an event.’
Other points made were to use a variety of locations and change times to
accommodate work, caring and parental responsibilities.
Another suggestion is to use Facebook and Twitter to help people engage.
Looking forward
The Active Members told us what they thought were the biggest issues.
Interviewee No.1 said ‘Disabled access is a key issue’
Other areas they wanted to see Local Voices work on going forward were:





Hate crime and community safety
Integrated care [joined up health and social care]
Stopping council cuts
Use of a taxi card

Interviewee No.5 said ‘Mostly the council do good work but the problem with uneven
pavements is awful.’
Areas they would like to see Local Voices continue with were:



Transport, in particular buses
Addressing housing concerns

It was thought that it is important to cover several themes of work as they are
interdependent and we can only improve things by tackling multiple issues.
Interviewee No.5 said ‘My expectations are not to change the world but to get a fair
deal for disabled people.’
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Areas the Active Members felt could be improved to ensure ongoing success were:








More outreach programmes to try to engage with disabled people who are
isolated.
Improve diversity of the Steering Group. Possibly another Local Voices to
include younger people.
The locations and time for the meetings should be varied.
An event enabling sharing between peers
Local Voices could open an account with Uber
Support volunteers so they are able to work on Local Voices projects from
home
Use Facebook messenger and Twitter instead of emails

Final comments from our Active Members included some negative and positive
aspects of their experience so far:



There are lots of things on-going but they need to move forward.
Meetings should start on time.

Interviewee No.4 said ‘There is an agenda but it often goes out the window. I am
quite an impatient person so if it goes on too long I know I have other things I could
be doing.’
On the positive side Active Members said they valued:





Interactive and informative consultations
Meaningful events
Gained knowledge from peers and carers
Computer training, which had had a strong positive impact for several Active
Members

Some specific summary comments from the Active Members:
Interviewee No.2 ‘It is good for me to get out of the house and to have a structure
and be useful. It has helped me to be more confident and I know I could look into
getting paid work.’
Interviewee No.3 ‘I am so glad that I got involved. I have been involved in so many
different things. I have made new contacts and met so many people. It’s all good.’
Interviewee No.6 ‘Keep up the good work of Local Voices’
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Statistics for engagement in 2016
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Total

Active Members (minimum
2 activities)

9

12

7

5

31

Instances of activity

30

49

48

77

204

Overall 66 network members took part in at least one activity. In addition, the
“Instances of activity” show the total number of activities members got involved in
each quarter. This is greater because:



new active members taking part in more than 2 activities are not counted; and
members that became active members in a previous quarter are not counted
again.

Overall this shows that a many people contributed to a large number of activities.
This shows that we really have engaged people in a deep and meaningful way when
they have become active members.
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Part Three - Delivering project work
Local Voices Steering Group, with the Council’s Corporate Strategy and Equality
team, agreed the areas of work that should be prioritised. This was based on
feedback from local disabled people and related services providers.
The two key themes were ‘Access and Transport’ and ‘Social Care’. In addition two
emerging themes were ‘Housing’ and ‘Digital Inclusion’
Local Voices employed a variety of methods to:
•
•
•

Gather the voice of local disabled people and carers
Raise awareness of the issues with policy and decision makers
Work with partners to address the issues.

This year we have had varied success and the work continues to effect change.

5 Access and transport
The Steering Group agreed to continue building on the previous year’s outcomes
from 2015:


Better access to public transport for disabled people.



To continue to influence training programmes for TFL (and other relevant
transport providers) staff on access and disability awareness.



Maintain the dedicated incident reporting service for public transport issues.



Engage with key public transport stakeholders in the local area.

The following sections describe the project work that was implemented to achieve
these outcomes.

5.1 Representation at the Accessible Transport Forum (ATF)
Local Voices has a dual role with the ATF. We are responsible for the administration
of the forum. More importantly we represent the voice of local disabled people within
the forum.
Throughout this year we have successfully introduced new partners to the forum.
This means we have better representation from user led groups such as the Older
People’s Reference group and Beyond Barriers.
Steering Group member Henry Stone further developed his skills through his
involvement and support with the forum administration, such as writing up minutes
and working with the Chair on strategic planning.
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"My work for the Accessible Transport Forum has given me a deep understanding of
the barriers facing disabled people around this issue. Building a consensus and
affecting concrete change is an ongoing challenge." Henry Stone
The forum continued to meet bi-monthly, so there were 6 meetings in 2016, however
one of these is delivered through the Tower Hamlets Accessible Transport Day (see
5.4).
We responded to participants’ feedback and introduced a new venue to meet access
needs. The forum now alternates between two venues.

Main work areas for the Accessible Transport Forum in 2016






TFL
o Bus driver training
o Bus access
o Step free access (all transport Modes)
o Floating bus stops
o Staffing levels (Tube stations)
Tower Hamlets
o Taxi-cards, Disabled Persons Freedom Passes and Blue Badges
o Community Transport
Others
o Disabled Go services
o Hospital transport
o London Councils Services
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5.2 DLR - addressing accessibility issues
Following the submission of our comprehensive access report in late 2015, Local
Voices was keen to re-engage with DLR management to review our
recommendations and help them agree an action plan for delivery. This finally
happened in September.
Rob and Shamima (Tower Hamlets Council) met with DLR Head of Operations,
James Cox, Carmen Birbeck and Sophie Achilli from TFL.
It had taken a long time to get DLR management to this meeting and Local Voices
was keen to see some of their recommendations in place as soon as possible. This
influenced our approach. We agreed to pursue a subset of the report. This was
because, we knew




DLR had limited funds to do this work
Local Voices needed to prioritise, based on minimum cost giving maximum
impact (as an outcome)
And thus, hopefully, make the DLR an offer they couldn’t refuse.

With this is mind, Local Voices prioritised work areas and the agreed outcomes
were:
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Problem

Agreed Outcome and (by who)

Wheelchair bay - Lack of
signage to instruct
passengers to vacate
accessible seating and
wheelchair bays

Missing signage will be added during routine service (DLR)
Four corner seats (per half carriage) will be the designated
priority seats (DLR)
Missing / new signage will be added during routine service
(DLR)
Promote the reporting of carriages that lack priority seat
information (LV)

Train Doors - Some
disabled people don’t
have sufficient time to
open carriage doors

This can be programmed in but is problematic due to
changing weather conditions (DLR)

Disabled Priority Seats Weak signage for
accessible seating related
to the inappropriate use of
seats (e.g. placing bags
on the seat, sitting across
multiple seats, feet on
seat)

At stated, TFL has a major review for this signage plus the
priority user cards. (DLR/LV)

Disabled Priority Seats Difficult to access seats if
you board by the wrong
door

Solution agreed – see Wheelchair bay (DLR/LV)

Cycles - Rarely room to
accommodate cycles in
any capacity without
impacting on disabled
access

Review of policy and how access for all can be maintained
(DLR)

Wheelchair access
points / Disabled seat
access point - Lack of
signage on platform to
indicate where the bays
are located within the
train

Composite signage to deal with issues of platform section
not in use, door placement and doors with wheelchair bay
adjacent will be explored (see diagrams in Appendix 3 )
(DLR)

May be less of an issue if platform signage is implemented
(see later) (DLR/LV)

Local Voices will promote so that active members can feed
into the process (LV)
DLR will review outcomes and see how they can apply.
(DLR)

Regulate level of cycles allowed per carriage and be aware
of Health & Safety aspects of ‘overloading’ (LV)
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Issues with different
train lengths - No
visual/audio information
about train length given
on the platform

Requires extensive software upgrades for the signalling
system to feed into the passenger information system – may
be possible in the mid-term (DLR)

Issues with different
train lengths - Platform
section not in use, not
marked (for 2 carriage
trains)

(see above)

Information and help No intercom contact point
for information, only an
emergency call button

In hindsight, a help system throughout the DLR network is a
good thing. The trial has been delayed due to logistical
issues but will go ahead (DLR)

From an access point of view, it becomes a lower priority if
we can get the platform signage sorted (see above) (LV)

This will be especially useful at Tower Gateway as there is
now step free access at Tower Hill (District and Circle lines)
so this will become a more popular route for disabled
customers. This should be promoted more widely as it is
new (LV)

The full Access Audit, including all the original recommendations and the subsequent
agreed changes, can be found in Appendix 4.
DLR management were due to update us in regards to timescales for
implementation, however we have not receive notification. We raised the issue with
Carmen Birbeck, Stakeholder Communications Executive at TFL. She advised that
due to budget constraints it will not be possible to timetable the access upgrades
agreed with Local Voices.
However Local Voices was advised that there would be an upgrade to emergency
points. These points would be turned into general help points and will include a video
element. In addition, an audit of DLR signage was underway, plus a reviews of gap
widths between platform and train.

5.3 Public Transport Incident Reporting
There was significantly less activity relating to incident reporting in 2016 compared to
the previous year. Local Voices did not actively promote the service as we were
unable to procure an agreement from TFL staff to respond to the feedback in a
timely and informative way.
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We didn’t accept this as a reasonable response and it’s vital that the voice of our
members is heard. As an alternative we took the reports to the Accessible Transport
Forum (ATF) to serve as examples of issues our members experience on the DLR,
and illustrate trends and themes. In addition we took key reports to senior members
of TFL and other statutory bodies.
Some examples are:





Highlighting to the ATF the impact the lack of qualified staff who are able to
operate the lifts / escalators. For many disabled people with mobility
impairments this means they can’t use the station.
We raised the need to mark the platforms to distinguish between two and
three carriage trains with senior DLR management.
We used incidents around floating bus stops to inform a campaign to get them
properly marked and sign posted for disabled pedestrians.

"My work for the Accessible Transport Forum and the Incident Reporting Service has
given me a deep understanding of the barriers facing disabled people around this
issue. Building a consensus and affecting concrete change is an ongoing challenge."
(Henry – Local Voices member and ATF Co-chair)

5.4 Participation in Tower Hamlets Accessible Transport Day
The day provides an opportunity for local disabled people to experience the different
forms of accessible public and private transport available to them. Many of the
transport providers and other interested parties set-up stalls to promote their
services and answer questions. Local Voices had a stall promoting:
•
•
•

Our Incident Reporting Service.
Local Voices services, projects and membership
Real’s services

Open Forum Discussion Group
In 2016, and in previous years, Local Voices organised an open forum discussion.
This allowed attendees to ask questions of, and raise issues to, a panel made up of
representatives from TFL, DLR, Tower Hamlets Council, Taxi-card and other third
sector organisations.
The forum was chaired by a member of Local Voices:
"I have never chaired such and large and diverse discussion group before. It was
challenging but satisfying to successfully balance all the different voices." (Henry
Stone, Steering Group Chair)
There was a lively debate involving approximately 35 people. The discussion topics
included:
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•
•
•
•
•

Bus frequency on some local routes
Station upgrades and access issues
Tube carriage access
Pavements
Floating bus stops.

Building on the learning from last year’s event we formalised the Discussion Group
with a formal chaired panel discussion.

5.5 Working with DisabledGo
We supported a consultation event hosted by DisabledGo on street audits.
We hosted a surveyor training in the autumn. Seven Active Members attended the
training and subsequent community based exercises.
Participants were pleased with the day and the possibility of further paid work. One
or two expressed concerns that the project felt a little like a ‘box ticking’ exercise as
specifics about further involvement was not forthcoming.

5.6 Floating Bus Stop – Access Audit
Floating bus stops give pedestrian access over the Cycle Superhighways. Local
Voices had received numerous complaints about the poor access and danger to
disabled people. These were considered an unsatisfactory solution.
Tiziana Brown and Brendan Ohizu, Social workers on placement with Real,
supported the project, with input from several Active Members. The work entailed:





a risk assessment, working in the proximity of a Floating Bus Stop
a comprehensive access audit
creation of an access report and PowerPoint presentation
relevant research with disabled pedestrians

The audit identified 6 major issues and made 8 recommendations, summarised here:
Problem / Risk
Crossing from pavement to bus
stop - No measures in place to warn
cyclists that they are approaching a
floating bus stop and that there may
be pedestrians crossing ahead

The Floating Bus Stop Island - Not
enough space for wheelchair users to
safely get on and off the bus and to
manoeuvre into a safe position prior

Preventative measures to control risks
Signage indicating approaching pedestrians
crossing/bus stop.
Flashing lights to indicate potential hazards
ahead-pelican crossing.
Mini zebra crossing- a familiar feature that all
pedestrians and cyclists can associate with. A
cautious/risk warning.
Floor signage to warn approaching cyclists.
Increase the width size of the island and
decrease the width size of the cycle
superhighway to only allow one cyclist at a time
to pass (i.e. bottleneck will reduce the speed
and effect of impacts).
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to leaving the island or boarding the
bus.
Congestion on the bus stop may
result in more vulnerable persons
being in the path of cyclist
The kerb surrounding both sides
of the floating bus stop - The
partially raised kerb positioned on
either side of the floating bus stop
provides limited step free access to
cross the superhighway. Especially,
when the bus stop is heavily
congested. Congestion may also
cause person at bus stop to fall off
into the road or superhighway
The litter bin limits the available
space at the bus stop, increases
congestion, and reduces ease of
access

Signage for cyclist telling them to slow down and
give way to pedestrians.

Increase the length/width of the drop down kerb.

Remove litter bins from the bus stop island. The
bins could be placed by the side edge of the
pavement.
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Jackie Kennedy raising awareness of
the issues with the Floating bus stops

Outcomes
 Shared audit report with TFL – recommendation on mini crossing is now being
trialled
 Shared audit report with Barts and St Thomas – this will be used as additional
evidence to support their possible legal action
 Shared audit report with other network partners
Next Steps
 Create video from footage taken
 Run a social media and network campaign to lobby for further action by TFL
and London Mayor
The full Access Audit, including full risk assessment, comprehensive background
research and full recommendations can be found at Appendix 5
A copy of the PowerPoint presentation is available on request.

We are working with Council Officers to promote the use of a mobile phone app that
is used to report issues in the Borough. The Officers came to a Local Voices event to
demonstrate the app and our members were encouraged to use it and spread the
word.
We know Local Voices members encounter many issues when they are out in the
borough with poorly maintained pavements, rubbish and poor lighting. This app is a
useful tool in tackling access issues.
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5.7 Community Transport Research
This work began in 2015, with most of the group research done in 2015. However, in
the final stages, in 2016, one active member provided IT and project management
support. This was to finalise survey results and the final report. He then went on to
act as a member of the focus group who provided the functional input for the
resulting mobile app and was involved in the Beta testing

6 Social Care
Local Voices were asked by the Council to help facilitate several events related to
social care services throughout the year. We provided a venue and we promoted the
consultations which were run by the council.

6.1 Social Care Charging Consultations
Local Voices and Real worked together to ensure local residents knew about, and
understood, the councils proposal to introduce charging for social care services. We
wanted to ensure people’s views were heard and considered by the council before
they finalised the implementation of the new policy.
Many people that we spoke to were not aware of the council’s decision and found
the information in the council’s consultation confusing.
We ran four workshops at different times across two days and at two venues, to
ensure maximum reach. We designed the workshops to share the complexities of
the council’s proposals in a clear and concise way, enabling people to make
informed contributions to the council’s consultation.
We engaged with approximately 60 residents, disabled people carers and
representatives from other support organisations. We gathered their feedback,
concerns and suggestions and shared these with the Council. Real’s CEO attended
the Councillors meeting where the proposal was being ratified, to ensure the
Councillors and Officers understood disabled people’s concerns.
Through our work a number of changes were made by the council before
implementing this policy. This included introducing a maximum weekly cap of £250
ensure that those with the greatest support packages did not experience a
disproportionate impact on their care services. It was recognised that the council
should not be heavily charging people simply because they had high levels of
disability and therefore needs.
The council also acknowledged that utility bills were an unavoidable cost and
introduced an extra allowance of £15 per week for these.
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Finally, once the decision for charging had been made by the mayor, council officers
agreed to work with us to co-produce the financial assessment process and
particularly the guidance around what would qualify as disability-related expenditure.

6.2 Social Care workshops and consultations
Local Voices has hosted a range of events for the council on social are related
topics.
Event

Description

Outcomes

Social Care
Leaflets

a consultation about the content,
structure and accessibility of new
leaflets

Revised structure and
content for leaflet

Local Account

a consultation on the report of
achievements and plans in disability
and social care (at Tower Hamlets
Council)

Local Plan

a consultation on long term plans for
improvement of physical access to
the local area

Issues raised by Local
Voices members were
taken away to be reviewed
and added to policy,
where possible

Equipment
Review

A review of changes to availability
and type of equipment via Council
Occupational Therapy services

Local Voices members
had a better idea about
equipment that is available
to increase independence

7 Housing
In 2015, Local Voices identified that Housing issues were becoming more prevalent.
We established the need to provide training to our Steering Group and Active
Members to enable them to engage in this work. It is important they understand the
structure of social housing in the borough, who the main housing associations are
and understand better the issues for their peers.
An initial training session was devised to give a range of basic skills and information
about this topic. The training session comprised of three modules:




Research Outcomes - Tower Hamlets Homes facilitated this session, sharing
the conclusion drawn from their research on housing issues experienced by
disabled residents
Advocacy - Real’s advocacy team outlined relevant cases studies and the
issues and trends they had identified
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Ansar Ahmed Ullah – discussed his personal experiences working on various
voluntary housing projects

Henry Stone, Steering Group chair, attended the training, he said ‘Having a longterm voice in the running of housing associations is vital to disabled people in the
borough.’

8 Digital Inclusion
Following up on the Digital Inclusion consultation in late 2015, Local Voices hosted
an update workshop in June with the council’s ICT, Customer Access and
Transformation Service. This was to establish and share what progress the Council
had made.
Council representatives outlined changes as follows:
•
•
•

Better access to digital (online) form filling
Improved support for people, both online and face to face
Improved access for Local Voices members to participate in the Digital
Champion program

This resulted in one of our members attending the Digital Champion training
program, in readiness to support Local Voices and Real in the creation of a
supported computer hub.
Digital Champion program
As part of the Digital Champion Programme Real has agreed to provide a site (IT
provision) and Local Voices agreed to supervise the sessions.
Real’s IT suite had a major upgrade:
•
•

Increased workstation capacity, from 3 to 7 machines
Software upgrade to Windows 10 and Office 2013

Real still require further access software upgrades such as JAWs (screen reader)
and Zoomtext (magnification software). Local Voices are researching funding
opportunities and alternative free solutions.
One Steering Group member attended the Digital Champion training and is ready to
support this work once the IT suite is fully ready.
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9 Additional projects
9.1 Promotion of external events
The following table summarises events Local Voices were involved in with a range of
partners.
Event

Local Voices role

COIN birthday event

Promotion, participation by
active members

LBTH Community Engagement
Strategy - Have your say

Promote

Taking your Campaign to Parliament

Promote to Steering
Group

Volunteer Open Day - Open
recruitment for volunteers

Promotion, participation by
active members

Hate Crime Forum / Consultation
(Scotland Yard / Inclusion London)

Promotion, participation by
active members

Housing Consultation

Promotion, participation by
active members and Local
Voices

Volunteer Fayre

Promotion, participation by
active members and Local
Voices

Bangladeshi Mental Health
Awareness Day

Promotion, participation by
active members and Local
Voices Network members

Your Say, Your Day mental health
conference

Promotion, facilitate a
workshop, participation by
active members

Tower Hamlets Homes – Info Share
(network)

Promotion, participation by
active members

Pan London Mobility Forum

Steering Group
representation

Hate Crime Interviews

Promotion, participation by
active members
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10 Working with other organisations
A key role of Local Voices is to engage and work with organisations in the borough
who work with, support and provide services to our constituents. This enables us to
have a wide reach and aids accessibility.
This has, at times, proven difficult with organisations funded by the council, such as
day service providers. Organisations are often stretched and don’t have the
resources to enable their members to participate in events. Despite several attempts
to contact various organisations it’s often been difficult to get responses. Other
organisations have said that they don’t think it’s relevant to their clients (e.g. older
people with organic mental health issues). Overall we haven’t made as much
progress as we would have liked in this area.
In 2017 we will explore alternatives such as designing surveys and running
consultation in-house, to encourage more engagement.
We have developed strong links with other organisations. We asked organisations
what good engagement looked like for them, enabling us to tailor our approach. For
example Blue Skies wanted to take advantage of external events and support their
clients to get out in the community to take part. Anthill Rd Day centre wanted to
access consultations in-house, and to encourage one of their members to join the
Steering Group.
Our work with the following two organisations has had a positive impact on Local
Voices.

10.1 Beyond Barriers
Local Voices has worked with Beyond Barriers (now called Beyond Sight Loss) for
many years. We have developed a strong mutual relationship with them. Steering
Group members were attending their group meetings to share information and
update them on Local Voices project work.
Beyond Barriers are represented at our consultations and events. We are able to
ensure they are accessible and meet the needs of their members. The event they
report finding most useful was the Accessible Transport day.
We are pleased to have welcomed two of their members on to our Steering Group,
ensuring the needs of their members and their voice is represented in our work.

10.2 Arcadia Students
We worked with the Arcadia University, who was supporting a group of American
students on a twelve week exchange programme.
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The students were studying PR and Marketing. They visited us to talk about our work
and what we wanted to achieve. They did some local research and they produced a
comprehensive report which included:
•
•
•

A SWOT analysis (strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats)
A review of our clientele, including potential audiences
A review of our website and suggestions for improvement

11 Local Voices annual event
For this year’s event we worked with Real to celebrate ‘International Day of People
with Disabilities’ which coincided with Real’s fifth birthday. We had the event on a
Saturday and 32 people attended to celebrate with us.
We wanted the day to be fun and informative. The morning started with a lively
discussion between Real’s Chief Executive Officer, Mike Smith and the Mayor of
Tower Hamlets, John Biggs about disabled people’s priorities in relation to the
proposed budget cuts in the Borough. The audience had the opportunity to pose
their questions to the Mayor. The Mayor stayed longer than planned to talk
individually to participants and take part in a guided tour of Real’s offices and
services.
We ran three workshops which were an opportunity for participants to work together
with Local Voices members and Real staff to share ideas and help shape our future
projects. Participants chose to attend 2 of the 3 workshops, each of which were run
twice.
Raising our Voices
Building on the THC-funded Local Voices project to get more people engaged in
public and civic life (through Real), and following up on the issues raised in the
morning session with the Mayor
Disability Hate Crime Awareness
Introducing Real's new project and helping people understand how they can make
the borough a safer place for disabled people.
Social Care Workshop
Making the best of the opportunities (e.g. using the Care Act, Personal Health
Budgets, creative solutions) to improve independence and choice and control in care
and support when around us resources are diminishing
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Local Voices and Real host the Mayor
We ended the day celebrating with cake and live music from a local performer.
exercise
We
also gave out certificates to our active members to congratulate them and
recognise their phenomenal contribution to the project.
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Part Four- Promoting Local Voices and
connecting with local disabled people
We are continuously promoting Local Voices to:






Attract new members to the network
Encourage members to actively participate
Disseminate information on consultations and events
Raise awareness of issues and concerns for our constituents
Encourage disabled people to have a voice and affect change

Early this year we updated our leaflet, introducing a new tri-fold style leaflet. This
provided more information on our work and ways to be involved. A copy is available
upon request.
We will be responding to feedback from members and will be using more channels,
through social media, to share information, successes and encourage more
engagement.

12 Online presence
12.1 Local Voices on the web
Real has a dedicated section of its website for the project, which can be found at
www.real.org.uk/localvoices
This has developed throughout the life of Local Voices, and now includes:


What we are working on this year



Upcoming events and activities



How to get involved in the network



The role of the Steering Group



Reports and information on the issues disabled people face

These were regularly updated, and Local Voices was regularly in the ‘News section’
of Real’s website.
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12.2 Social media
Local Voices is currently promoted through Real’s social media channels. Real has
an established presence on both Facebook and Twitter.
Currently we have 524 likes on our public Facebook page (@RealDPO) and 253
people following our Twitter profile (@RealPDO). New people follow us on both
accounts every week. Our new Engagement and Communications Team (E&C) are
responsible for the administration of these accounts.
The E&C Team have started the process of developing a social media strategy,
working closely with the Local Voices Steering Group. We began this process by
conducting a survey of existing steering group members to establish their current
social media access with a view to supporting them to develop their social media
skills.
To date 5 responses have been received.
All 5 responders indicated that they have access to a computer or a smart phone.
We asked them about their personal confidence using social media:
•
•
•
•

1 felt very confident
2 felt good
1 felt average
1 felt poor.

1 out of 5 indicated that they had specific access requirements that need to be
addressed so that they can get on-line.
Only 1 out of 5 indicated they had a Twitter account.
3 out of 5 indicated they were interested in social media training.
We asked what platforms people use.
Social Media Platforms

Yes

No

Email

3

2

Facebook

3

2

Twitter

2

3

LinkedIn

1

4

Instagram

2

5

WordPress

2

3
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YouTube

2

3

Other

1

4

This information will be used to encourage Local Voices members to get on-line, to
like and follow our social media profiles and to engage more regularly on-line.
The E&C Team have started to use the event’s section on the @RealDPO Facebook
page to promote the Local Voices Steering Group meetings, increasing public
awareness of these meetings.
We have also started to develop our use of the @RealDPO Twitter profile. Using the
Twitter lists function we have created seven useful Twitter lists:








Tower Hamlets Local Link (7 partner Twitter profiles)
Disabled People’s Organisations (will list all Disable People’s Organisations)
Hate Crime Services (includes all Hate Crime Services)
Campaigns (will include any Disabled People’s campaigns)
A-Z Organisations (will list all organisations we work with)
Members of Parliament (2 Local Members of Parliament)
Tower Hamlets Cllrs (36 Councillor Twitter profiles)

We hope these Twitter lists will increase engagement between Local Voices and
these organisations and people. Already we have had councillors and others
retweeting our posts and this will only lead to more people getting involved.
Recently we have set up a closed-access Local Voices Group Facebook page to
enable Local Voices members to have a private on-line space where they can chat
and exchange ideas. The E&C team are working with individual members to get
them signed up. We have made this a closed group so that it is a safe space for
people to share and contribute ideas, and enables easy communication between
network members rather than everything being to and from us at the centre.
In the long-term we want to develop the skills of the SG and AMs so they are more
proactive and involved in any social media channels we use.

13 Communications to the network
We currently have 195 Local Voices Members, which consists of 125 people who we
email directly, 60 people we send traditional mail, and 10 whose preferred method of
contact is by telephone.
Over the course of the year we have sent out 10 newsletter emails.
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Since the creation of the new Engagement & Communications team we have
restarted using MailChimp to produce and distribute our e-newsletters, and Microsoft
Publisher to produce our physical paper newsletters. Two issues have been
produced using this new methodology (December 2016 and January 2017).
MailChimp provides us with much more information about:




how our e-newsletters are being received by Local Voices members,
how many people are opening them; and
whether or not they are interacting with the links within the e-newsletters.

MailChimp Lists

Opens

Clicks

Local Voices Members

19.8%

1.9%

A-Z Organisations

10.7%

0.7%

These open rates are consistent with industry averages. We also have some users
opening many times which may indicate that they are forwarding the newsletters
meaning we are reaching a wider audience still. We will continue to monitor and
respond to these statistics.
We have a current print run of 100 issues of the traditional paper newsletter. 60
copies are posted out to Local Voices members and the rest are displayed within
Real’s Office and Reception areas. We will print off additional copies for outreach
events as and when required.
The revamped newsletter contains:


Feature Issue and special features



What’s On Guide to Local Voices / Partners events



Real Services Updates – Engagement & Communications team, Local Link
and Independent Living Service



Partnership and Community news items of interest to our network



Council news and updates

Regular communications underpin the work of Local Voices and the new skills we
now have in the team will make a big difference on this going forward. Dissemination
of information, raising awareness of the issues and sparking interest in our
constituents moves our project mission forward and is already starting to build new
audiences and areas of interest.
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Part Five- Conclusions and thanks
In this part of the report we have summarised the key things that we have learnt this
year from our continued running of the project. We will utilise this to work with
Statutory and Public services and help the project be more effective going forward.

14 Key learnings and observations














There is clearly an appetite for local disabled people to get involved in Local
Voices. Whilst we didn’t meet the target of 50 Active Members (as defined as
unique people being involved in 2 or more activities), we did have 66 people
involved in 1 or more activities, and 204 individual instances of activity. We
feel this clearly shows that people care about and want to get involved in
Local Voices and to an extent it is the method of monitoring and attributing
remuneration/credit that masks the full level of engagement by local disabled
people.
The Local Voices Steering Group have taken much more of a lead and in a
way that we would hope they could. The previous years’ work in building the
confidence and capacity of the Steering Group is starting to pay off.
We continued to struggle to gain input from other organisations and explain
above why we felt this was. Time and resources available for the project was
a factor but it was also due to the barriers within other organisations. We have
however had success stories with 2 organisations and are going to try this
approach more next year.
The aspirations for the project are, understandably, far-reaching. We’ve been
able to deliver a number of results from the work, and show others what
impact their involvement has had. This is great. But the funding of £25,000
per year is very tight for what is expected. Real have indicated to council
officers that we run the project at a loss.
There are clearly a wide range of topics that remain of interest and concern to
local disabled people. It continues to be a challenge to balance coverage of
both breadth and depth of activity, when the project focuses on three key
themes, and particularly within the project‘s available resources.
We have often been able to make recommendations for service
improvements to organisations, e.g. DLR, which were initially accepted. But
later on it became apparent that due to resource restrictions or other reasons
they were no longer going to be followed through. We need to find new ways
of holding organisations to account for delivering the improvements disabled
people want.
Real’s response to the resource restrictions was to restructure our service to
include new roles and new skills. We are combining funding with that from
another funder (to deliver a disability hate crime project) to fund this in part but
we are still using the charity’s reserves to contribute to the short-term
additional cost. We need to actively work to expand the Local Voices model to
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generate supplementary revenue streams to make the engagement and
consultation functions viable in the medium term.
The input and feedback from the interviews with Active Members by the
independent interviewer clearly show that those who were involved both
appreciated what had been done with them for them, had been glad to be
involved, and also were able to make positive suggestions for further
developments and improvements.
We are very grateful to the time spent and commitment given to the project by
the Steering Group members. Their contribution has made a significant
difference to the effectiveness of the project in terms of engaging with the
wider network and influencing a wide range of initiatives. It definitely feels like
the project has moved from childhood to adolescence.
Support from our colleague Shamima Khatun, Strategy, Policy and
Performance Officer, has been invaluable in working with the steering group,
the Accessible Transport Forum and in enabling our members to work with,
challenge and influence Council colleagues.
Real hopes to continue to be able to support this important project as it ties
closely with our ethos as a user-led organisation of disabled people. Our
wider plans for engaging with other sub-communities of disabled people (such
as younger people and those who are working), and doing this through new
ways of engaging connecting (e.g. using arts, and a much more focused
approach on communications and social media), should add up to a coherent
strategy to support project to move from adolescence to adulthood.

15 A message from Rob Johnson, Engagement
and Communications Officer, Real
‘I have been involved in the delivery of Local Voices, in various roles, since it began
over 4 years ago.
As we finish another year, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the good
people who have volunteered tirelessly this year. Not only for all their hard work but
because their involvement helped us to define Local Voices as a successful
engagement project:
Steering Group
Mahendra Rastogi, Samantha Gager, Nathan Giraudel, Eric Nelson, Hubert
Valentine, Faiz Rehman, Jackie Kennedy, Sabina Cady, John McPartland, Henry
Stone, Samiul Choudhury, Hubert Valentine, Yvonne Tscharntke, Lee, Keith Marais
Volunteer Support
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Michelle Jefford, Tiziana Brown, Brendan Ohizu, Malcolm Kent, Jim Ferry, Lachlan
Gilchrist, Ningxin Zhu
Thank you
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Appendix 1- steering group training plan
Steering Group Training Plan
2016

Topic

Approx. Target group
Date

Promotion

Delivery
Date

Governance
Training

Q1

Steering Group, Real
trustees, relevant network
partners

Internal, Local
Voices network,
network partners

25/4/16

I.T Training

Q1

Steering Group

Internal

Housing overview
I.T. Powerpoint
Basics
I.T Training

Q2

Steering Group

Q3

Steering Group and Real
volunteers
Steering Group / Real
Volunteers

Q3

2/16 5/16
To Steering Group 19/7/16
only
Internal
11/8/16
Internal

8/16
onwards

Notes

1-2-1 and weekly
group sessions
Input from THH
Happy Computers to
provide
1-2-1 and weekly
group sessions
36

Making Every
Contact Count
Mystery
Shopping

Q3
Q4

Conflict
Resolution
Safeguarding
Disability
Awareness
Minute Taking

Q4
Q4

Disabled Go –
Access
assessment
training
Outlook and
Diary
Management
IAA option – tbc
Team Bonding
Day

Q4

Q4

Steering Group / Real
Volunteers
Steering Group, active
members, peer researchers
and Real volunteers
Steering Group, Real staff /
volunteers trustees, relevant
network partners
Steering Group, Real
Volunteers
Steering Group, Real
Volunteers

LBTH

29/9

LVN (selected),
Peer Researchers,
Volunteer team
tbc

Priority to
experienced
shoppers

Internal

KL to facilate
Emma to facilitate

Internal

2/11/16

Q4

LVN , networks,
partners

20/10/16

Q4

Internal

RJ to facilitate

Happy Computer to
facilitate

Q4?
Steering Group, Real
Volunteers
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Appendix 2- Topic Guide for Local Voices 2016 report (active
member interviews)
BACKGROUND
 Please tell me a little about yourself before you got involved in the Local Voices Engagement project.
Prompts: background, impairment issues





How did you get involved in the project?
Why did you get involved in the project?
What were your initial expectations from it?
Have your expectations been realised or have they changed?

ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL VOICES
1. Consultations / Events
Prompt : includes workshops, focus groups, events. Examples: social care / Care Act, Community Planning,
Tower Hamlets Accessible Transport Day, Housing, Digital Inclusion, Healthwatch promotions, hate Crime
 If you have been involved in any consultations / events, please tell me a little more about the ones
attended?
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 Which of these consultations / events has been most rewarding for you? Why?
 Which of these consultations / events have you enjoyed less? Why?
 Which of these consultations / events, do you think, has been most beneficial / rewarding for local disabled
community? Why?

2. Project Work
Prompt : possible project work areas include DLR access assessments, Floating Bus Stops, Disabled Go
Surveyors, Bus Driver Training, Mystery Shopping
 If you have been involved in any project work, please tell me a little more about the specific projects that
you have worked on?
 Which of these projects has been most rewarding for you? Why?
 Which of these projects have you enjoyed less? Why?
 Which of these projects, do you think, has been most beneficial / rewarding for local disabled community?
Why?

SUPPORT FOR YOU
 Did you need any support to participate in Local Voices activities (Prompt: possible access needs)
39

 What, if any, support would help you to engage in Local Voices activities, in the future?

LOOKING FORWARD
 Which current projects / areas of work that you would like to see Local Voices continue with?
 Are there any new projects / areas of work that you would like to see Local Voices get involved in?
 Are there any new projects / areas you would like to work in?
 It has been hard getting people involved in the past. Why do you think this is and what could be done to
improve this?
FINALLY
 Are there any final comments you would like to make?
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Appendix 3- Proposed Signage for DLR Platforms
Local Voices was very pleased with the outcomes of this meeting, especially the amount of access upgrades
agreed and devised suitable accessible signage for the platform markings

Relevant points
 Keeping this as simple as possible will ensure a higher degree of access to the signage, overall,
but especially
o a better understanding by persons with a learning disability
o a higher proportion of visual impaired persons will be able to access the signage
 Colour scheme
o Initially, Local Voices would suggest, based on our experience working with Visual Impaired, that a
sharp yellow would be a better contrast than more traditional white signage.
o It maybe be advisable to take further advise as, of course, your background (platform) is a shade of
grey
o We would be happy to facilitate a consultation group and, are sure our network partners, Beyond
Barriers, would feed into that too!
 Comms and promotion
o Local Voices would suggest a launch campaign to explain why and how these changes have been
made
o DLR could use this opportunity to reaffirm their positive commitment to a more accessible transport
network etc (I guess you know all this!)
o Tie in with a comprehensive list of all stations 2 car stopping points on the TFL website. Useful to all
but especially visually impaired with little or no sight
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Colour Code (for images)
o Grey background represents platform
o Red line represents train section
o Yellow lines / icons represent suggested access markings
Standard Doors
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Wheelchairs Access Doors
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Standard Doors (Third Car Section)

3 CAR TRAINS ONLY
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Wheelchairs Access Doors (Third Car Section)

3 CAR TRAINS ONLY
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Appendix 4 – Transport access assessment- DLR
TRANSPORT ACCESS ASSESSMENT
Assessment Date : 18/06/15
Venue : DLR (see below for specifics)
Assessors : Faiz Rehman, Henry Stone, Rob
Johnson

1.1 Train
Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

Wheelchair
bay

Lack of
signage to
instruct
passengers to
vacate
accessible
seating and

Improve
signage
adjacent
to/above the
areas.
Ensure
signage

Consult
with
Local
Voices, if
needed

After consulting
with Rolling
Stock it was
clear that there
was some
further works to
be carried out
where the

Missing signage
will be added
during routine
service (DLR)

We are
concerned that
many of these
refitted
carriages have
been in use for
6 months and
still have no

Agreed, 4
corner seats
(per half
carriage) will be
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

wheelchair
bays

present and
up to date

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

longitudinal
seating had
been installed.
Some of this
was for signage.
Signage will be
placed on the
window above
every
accessible seat
and in
wheelchair
bays.

the designated
priority seats

priority seating
for disabled
users. Why has
this simple work
not been
undertaken
during routine
maintenance?
We would also
recommend that
you allocate the
four corners
seats in each
half carriage as
priority seats.
This will ensure
much easier
access for most
disabled users
and negate the
need to

(DLR/LV)

Missing / new
signage will be
added during
routine service
(DLR)

Promote
reporting of
carriages that
lack priority seat
information (LV)
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

implement
some of the
platform
signage we
discuss later.
Structure of
the train
makes it
difficult to get
the
wheelchair
into the bay

Remove wall
between
door and bay
or remove /
reposition
the pole in
the middle of
the standing
space, to
allow for
easier
maneuverer
around
space

Wall
removal
- this
sounds
radical
but had
been
suggeste
d as a
possible
solution
at an
earlier
meet

Your concerns
have been fed
into the design
for the new
trains we are
currently in the
process of
procuring. We
will take a
further look into
the points you
have raised on
the current
stock and see
what we can do.

We are a little
bemused, you
appear to have
actioned this.
We note that
the converted
open carriage
stock have had
the wall
removed
adjacent to the
wheelchair bay
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

This would
mean significant
change to the
software of the
signalling
system and as
such, can't be
altered for
weather
conditions.
However, we
are currently
looking at the
feasibility of
doing this at
terminal stations
during peak
times.

This can be
programmed in
but is
problematic due
to changing
weather
conditions (DLR)

with DLR
staff
Train doors Some
disabled
persons don’t
have
sufficient time
to open door
since doors
are not
automatic

Open doors
automatically
when
weather
permits.

Two
incident
reports
were
logged
during
this
assessm
ent work
(see
later)

Surely the PSA
can open ALL
the doors, in the
same way that
they close ALL
the doors? This
wouldn’t need
any change to
the signalling.

Maybe less of
an issue if
We suggest you platform
do this on all
signage is
trains, all the
implemented
time in the
(see later) (DLR/LV)
same way as
most of the
Tube network
does, to
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

improve
disability access

PSA’s should
monitor
passengers
with mobility
issues,
during
boarding /
alighting, and
allow
sufficient
time for them

Weak signage Improve
for accessible signage on
seating
windows

We feel
you will
need

This is a key
part of the
PSA's training,
and the reason
they are
essential on
DLR trains. I will
raise the issue
with KAD and
would ask you
inform us if you
see where this
takes place.

This reaffirms
our theory the
PSAs are able
to fully control
the doors. What
is KAD? We
have logged
specific
incidents of
poor PSA
supervision (see
Relevant
Incident Reports
Summary)

We follow the
standard TfL
design for

Local Voices
At stated, TFL
understands
has a major
TFL is reviewing review for this
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

Disabled
Priority
Seats

related to not
blocking seats
(e.g. placing
bags on the
seat, sitting
across
multiple
seats, feet on
seat etc)

adjacent to /
above the
area. PSA to
flag seat
blocking to
errant
passengers

input
from
Local
Voices
Network
to better
compose
these
message
s. See
also 3.
Antisoci
al
Behavio
ur on
the DLR

accessible
seats. I would
ask you to raise
any concerns
with the PSA at
the time and
they can assist.

signage plus the
priority user
cards. (DLR/LV)

this signage so
this would be a
good time for
Local Voices to
feed into the
process. Your
current signage
does nothing to
deal with the
issues we
mention and
thus needs to
be addressed.
How does a
mobility
impaired
passenger raise
concerns with
the PSA who
maybe 1-2
carriages away?

Local Voices
will promote so
that active
members can
feed into the
process (LV)
DLR will review
outcomes and
see how they
can apply. (DLR)
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

Emergency
alarm?
Difficult to
access seats
if you board
by the wrong
door

Aisles /
Open area
by doors

Make both
sets of
double
inwards
facing seats,
Priority Seats

See also
Issues
with
different
train
lengths

Your concerns
have been fed
into the design
for the new
trains we are
currently in the
process of
procuring. We
will take a
further look into
the points you
have raised on
the current
stock and see
what we can do.

You don’t need Solution agreed
new trains to
– see
solve this!
Wheelchair bay
(DLR/LV)
Ensure all four
corner seats are
priorities and
mark platform
with door
access points

Frequent poor New signage See also We will raise
Announcements
access
and
3.
this with KAD as good especially
caused by
Antisoci something they at key stations –
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Work Area

Windows

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

passengers
monitoring
leaving
by PSAs
luggage with
little thought
to other users’
access needs

al
Behavio
ur on
the DLR

should focus on.
They could
make
announcements
, etc, to remind
passengers to
keep access
clear.

Some window
handles are
very difficult
to grip. Some
are very good

c-shaped
handless
in use of
some
trains

We have
Look forward to
spoken to our
outcome,
colleagues in
thanks
rolling stock
about this - they
were not aware
it was an issue.
We are
investigating
what can be

Replace bad
ones with
better cshaped easy
grip versions

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

termini, City
Airport, Canning
Town, Canary
Wharf, ‘Excel
stations’.
Additional
signage
needed. Sill no
idea what KAD
is so cannot
comment
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

done to address
the problem.
Cycles

Rarely room
to
accommodate
cycles in any
capacity
without
impacting on
disabled
access

Review
decision to
allow cycles
or create
dedicated
space for
their storage.
PSA’s should
monitor and
deal with
unacceptable
monopolising
of communal
space / seats
etc. No
cycles during
peaks - to
include
special event

We have
had
reports
of single
cyclists
taking as
many as
4 seats
to
accomm
odate
themselv
es and a
bike.
More
reports,
same
problem

Our cycle policy
is below. It does
already say that
(non folding)
bikes can't
come on a peak
times and to
take
consideration
for local events.
We will raise the
issue with KAD
to ensure PSA's
are aware of the
rules.
Non-folded
bicycles are
permitted off-

Telling people
not bring their
bikes on trains
for big events
simply does not
work. The last
big cycle event
at Excel saw all
connecting DLR
service solid
with bikes and
users. One
carriage had
over 20 bikes,
regular users
could not even
board most
trains over a
whole weekend.

Review of policy
and how access
for all can be
maintained (DLR/
Regulate level
of cycles
allowed per
carriage and be
aware of Health
& Safety
aspects of
‘overloading’ (LV)
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Work Area

Problem

Solution
days at
Excel. No
cycles on 2
carriage
trains, ever !

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response
peak Monday to
Friday until
07:30, between
09:30-16:00,
and after 19:00
and all day
weekends and
on Bank
Holidays. For
safety reasons,
bicycles are not
allowed at Bank
station.
Folded bicycles
can be used on
all DLR trains,
at any time.
Tandems or
bicycles with
trailers are not

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

You made no
attempt to
control this
situation and
thus made no
attempt to make
reasonable
adjustment for
disabled
customers who
were, therefore,
excluded

Suggest
 a maximum
limit of cycle
transported
per carriage
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Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

 only carried
in designated
space
Cyclists are
 PSA’s to
advised to avoid
regulate
using the DLR
We would hope
during large
the new Mayor
local events.
would have a
Please listen to
much more
advice from
balanced view
staff at all times.
on cycles and
the previous
incumbent
allowed on DLR
trains
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1.1.1 new information (updated 18/5/16)
Work Area

Problem

Seating

Vertical support
Set them back nearer to
bars extend too
the seats
far into aisle thus
restricting access
and making aisle
even worse than it
was in the
previous design

DLR have
trial
replacement
seating – 8 x
2 seat in the
Overground
style

There is a great
disparity in the
allocation of
priority seats.
Following our own
survey, per half
carriage (approx.)

Solution

Allocate all 4 corners
seats as disabled (same
as Tube network).

If this is simply a signage
issue, why, has it not
been fixed? These trains

Notes

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

In retrospect, the new
carriage design add
nothing to give better
access for disabled
people and, based on
the issues listed,
represent a step
backwards. A massively
missed opportunity

In hindsight the
design is poor from
an access point of
view. Practically, it
will not be possible,
at this time, to set
them back to the
seats. This issue will
be taken into
account for any
future

The cut in number of
priority seats is most
disturbing and contrary
to TFL policy

Agreed, 4 corner
seats (per half
carriage) will be the
designated priority
seats (DLR/LV)
Now have a better
understanding of
how to report poor or
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have been in operation 6 33% are
9 months now
clumped
together by
one set of door
2+2
 33%, 1 + 1, by
one set of
doors
(represents a
50%
reduction)
 33%, no
priority seating
allocated (no
priority
seating)

missing signage and
will, therefore,
promote to network
(LV)
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1.2 Platform (most of this element, of the assessment, were done at Pudding Mill Lane)
Work Area Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR
Response

Local Voices
Response

Joint meeting
(8/9/16)

Wheelchair Lack of
access
signage on
points
platform to
indicate
where the
bays are
located
within the
train

Mark points of
access on
platform and / or
install signage
overhead

We note
some
sort of
trial off
this at
platform?
Though
marking
unclear

Unfortunately,
this is very
difficult to do
as we run a
bi-directional
and fully
interchangea
ble railway.
This means
that trains
with different
carriage
numbers can
enter
platforms
from different
directions.
Due to this,
permanent

Local Voices
does not
understand how
this is an issue.
In our
experience bidirectional does
not happen
when running
normal
passengers
services, nor is
it an issue at
termini. We
recognize it may
happen during
engineering
works and
dealing with

A composite
signage to deal
with issues of
platform section
not in use, door
placement and
doors with
wheelchair bay
adjacent will be
explored (see
diagrams below)
(DLR)
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markings on
platforms isn't
something we
can currently
do.

system failure.
Surely these
few instances
could be
countered with
announcements
to say the
platform
markings do not
apply. Local
Voices
considers this
issue the single
most important
access problem
to fix - cheap,
simple and
would have a
massive
positive impact
on the disabled
community
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Disabled
seat
access
point

Lack of
signage on
platform to
indicate
where the
seats are
located
within the
train

Issues with
different
train
lengths

No
visual/audio
information
about train
length given
on the
platform

Reallocate all
corner seats as
priority and this
is no longer a
problem

Make matrix
boards more
clear by
displaying
length of
incoming trains
and section of
platform in use
(rear, front etc)
Audio
messages over
the intercom
should be
played to alert

This is not
something
that our
signalling
system can
currently do,
though we
are looking at
what we need
to do to make
this work. We
appreciate
that achieving
this would be

(see above)

Look forward to
outcome,
thanks.

Requires
extensive software
upgrades for the
signalling system
Maybe a
to feed into the
manual solution
passenger
in the short term
information
–
system – maybe
announcements
be possible in the
?
mid term (DLR)

Create an
access guide
(Local Voices

From an access
point of view, it
becomes a lower
priority if we can
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Platform
section not
in use, not
marked (for
2 carriage
trains)

Mobility
issues for
disabled
passengers
who find
themselves
on section

visually
impaired of next
train length

a significant
benefit for
many
passengers,
and we are
investigating
a solution as
a priority

can help) when get the platform
and where 2
signage sorted
carriage trains
(see above) (LV)
are in operation.
We have other
suggestions for
this guide too

Mark platforms
to show section
not in use

We will
investigate if
this is
possible for
the platform
space not
used by 3 car
trains.

Not sure why
this is an issue
– simple
signage would
suffice for most
users. We
consider this a
high priority

(see above)

This is causing
issues for
vulnerable
passengers and
we have reports
that would infer
the DLR is
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of the
platform
with no train

Lifts

failing in its duty
of care because
users are being
put at risk when
such a simple
solution is
available.
Network Rail
services and
Tubes (where
applicable) have
already dealt
with this
problem

Some train
stop too far
from lifts

Reposition train
stopping place

Smaller lifts
have trouble
accommoda
ting
wheelchair

Expand the lift
size
where/when
possible

No DLR
response on
this point
This
means
some
stations
are not
accessibl

We have
recently
written our
new lift
strategy. This
includes rules

Look forward to
seeing this new
strategy
implemented

Agreed that the
current renewal
program –
replacing older lifts
with bigger, faster
stock is
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and support
worker

e to
some
wheelcha
ir users

for all new
lifts, including
that they
need to be 21
person or
walk-through,
to make it
easier for
accommodati
ng
wheelchairs.

acceptable on the
basis of any step
free access is
better than no step
free access (DLR/LV)

Lift door
closes to
quickly for
some
mobility
impaired
users

Create a longer
time interval
before doors
close

We will
investigate
how to
address this.

Look forward to
outcome,
thanks

Multiple
doors in
elevator, but
no audio
telling

Create an
audio/visual
message board
to indicate
which set of

This is
something
that has been
included
within our lift

Look forward to
outcome,
thanks
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passenger
which side
to get out

Information No intercom
and help
contact
point for
information,
only an
emergency
call button

doors will be
opening

Staff the
platform with
employee to
provide
information or
install call
system for
information
inquires

strategy and
will be
included on
all new lifts.
We will
investigate if
it is possible
to retrofit this
feature.
This has
been
given as
a major
reason
some
disabled
people
will not
use the
DLR,
unaccom
panied

We are
trialling a new
video help
point at
Tower
Gateway. If
this is proved
a success will
can roll out to
other stations.
Installation of
the trial
should be in
July this year.

Local Voices
feeling is that
something
needs to be
rolled out
sooner rather
than later.
Let us know
when the trial is
underway so
that we can
assess. A trial
at a more
isolated station

In hindsight, a
help system
throughout the
DLR network is a
good thing. The
trial has been
delayed due to
logistical issues
but will go ahead
(DLR)

Coincidently,
especially useful
at Tower Gateway
as with step free
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is
recommended,

access at Tower
Hill this will
become a more
popular route for
disabled
customers (LV)
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1.2.2 New information (since assessment)
Escalators

Flow
reversal –
usually part
of weekend
maintenance
cycle. Can
be highly
dangerous,
especially for
VI persons
who may try
to mount an
escalator
from the
wrong end

Ensure that
this is done to
a set rota and
promoted

So far,
problem
identified
as
Canary
Local signage /
Wharf
comms that
and
alerts VI
Woolwich
persons

Digital
Displays

Not always
updated with
lift out of
service
information.

DLR already
has the
procedure and
infrastructure,
it just needs to
be kept up to
date

This is
something we
are looking at
from an asset
point of view.
We will feed
the impact
this action
has on VI
persons to
the asset
group.

Needs a priority Explore
fix as potential
possibility of a
for injury is high. schedule of
escalator
A part fix and,
reversals to be
assuming the
placed on TFL
flow reversal is
website and
scheduled, is to
publicised to
promote this
networks.
information via
Maybe possible
an access guide
to incorporate
(see earlier),
into journey
TFL website etc
planner (DLR)

Users
report
this is
becoming
more
common
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1.3 Ticket Inspections
With the massive increase, since the change of franchise provider, of ticket inspections, Local Voices feels DLR
needs to review its policy based on the feedback we have received

Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

At Stations

Inspections
done at the
base of the
escalators

An absolute no –
why was the
work not risk
assessed?

Local Voices
is advising
all clients
who feel an
inspection
endangers
them to
refuse to
show their
ticket until
they are in
what they

Establish a safe
zone at the base
of the escalator
Inspection
done at
base of
stairway

As above. Less
an issue but still
problematic for
some disabled
tickets

DLR
Local
Joint meeting (8/9/16)
Response Voices
Response
No more ticket
inspections to take
place on escalators or
in close proximity,
requiring customers to
attempt to access their
tickets whilst still on
escalator (DLR)
These inspections will
be risk assessed (DLR)
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On Trains

Inspection
done as
passengers
attempting
to alight
from train

Be aware of the
consider a
inherent difficulty safe space
some disabled
people will have
having their ticket
inspection whilst
attempting to
alight
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2. Relevant Incident Reports Summary
These incidents will be submitted as specific incidents, via Local Voice’s reporting mechanism, direct to TFL and
are included here as a simple case record of how easily these incidents can (and do) occur

Work Area

Problem

Solution

Notes

DLR Response

Local Voices
Response

Canary
Wharf:
Doors

Door closed on
chair because
no one was
watching to
make sure
there was
enough time
for wheelchair
entrance into
train

Staff platform with
worker to hold door
longer for adequate
time to get onto
train

Install button that
will alert staff
member on board
you are in need of

Both of these can be
addressed by
greater PSA
awareness. As
mentioned earlier
these incidents are a
great concern and
would like feedback
should they happen
again. The new train
should include these
buttons you have
mentioned

We will continue to
report specific
incidents, however,
several of our key
active members will
no longer use the
DLR
unaccompanied
because of the poor
access and
perceived danger

Door closed on
chair again
when trying to
exit train, but

We will
expect
specific
response to
these
complaints
through our
reporting
mechanism.
Inference is,
however,
PSA’s need
further
training
around

13:10

South
Quay:
Doors
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13:14

did not open to assistance to hold
give more time door longer

disability /
access

3. Antisocial Behaviour on the DLR
Local Voices recognize there is a whole body of work to be done on this subject and its impact on disabled
passengers (this also applies to the rest of London’s public transport network).
Local Voices define and include, within antisocial behaviour, any passive aggressive behaviour that is done
deliberately and has a negative outcome on other passengers. Common examples include ….
 Seat blocking
o Sitting across seats (seat hogging)
o Bags on seats
o Feet on seats
 Not clearing seats, when they are required but before being asked
 Aisle and vestibule blocking
 Bicycles and attitude if cyclists
 Loud music – speaker or headphones
 Smoking, alcohol consumption
 Threatening behaviour
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Based on our experience





Antisocial behaviour is rife
Much of it goes unreported
PSA’s do not challenge much of the lesser stuff
Better signage and other prevention methods would lessen antisocial behaviour
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4. Notes
The Local Voices team are available and willing to work with TFL and / or DLR to help formulate an action plan
to improve the access (and other) issues we have raised. All comments / suggestions are welcome !

Video edits from the assessment are available on U tube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1UgdyyXseM

Related Report on Public Toilets is available and video is at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AllvA93J9jY&feature=youtu.be

Special thanks to Alyssa Kustenbauder for her great admin. support on the day and beyond

Rob Johnson
rob.johnson@real.org.uk
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Appendix 5 – Transport access assessment – Floating bus stops
TRANSPORT ACCESS ASSESSMENT
(On the Floating bus stops at Mile End Station. LBTH)
Assessed by Tiziana Brown, Brendan Ohizu Social Workers in Training at
Real DPO, in collaboration with Local Voices active members Henry
Stone, Jackie Kennedy and Faiz Rehman

Work Area

Potential hazard

Evidence, see
also video clips

Existing
measures
to control
risks?

Who might be at
risk/might be
harmed and how?

Preventative
measures to control
risks
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Crossing from
pavement to
bus stop

No measures in
place to warn
cyclists that they are
approaching a
floating bus stop and
that there may be
pedestrians crossing
ahead

Small raised
bumps on
the floor at
the end of
the kerb;
which
cyclists
usually
speed pass

Theoretically,
anyone crossing
to the bus stop,
but especially …

Signage indicating
approaching
pedestrians
crossing/bus stop.

Individuals who
are visually
impaired could
walk out into
speeding
cyclists.

Flashing lights to
indicate potential
hazards aheadpelican crossing.’

Mini zebra crossing- a
familiar feature that all
pedestrians and
cyclists can associate
with. A cautious/risk
Individuals who have warning.
a learning disability
not aware of the new Floor signage to warn
adaptations made at approaching cyclists.
the bus stop. Risk of
walking out to into
speeding cyclists,
(see video clip)
Individuals with
lower limb disability
and those with
hearing impairment.
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The Floating
Bus Stop Island
(space between
the bus stop
and the cycle
superhighway)

Not enough space
for wheelchair users
to safely get on and
off the bus and to
manoeuvre into a
safe position prior to
leaving the island or
boarding the bus.
Congestion on the
bus stop may result
in more vulnerable
persons being in the
path of cyclist

None

Wheelchair users,
Individuals who are
visual / hearing
impaired or have
long term health
conditions
All at risk of getting
hit by an oncoming
cyclist.

Increase the width
size of the island and
decrease the width
size of the cycle
superhighway to only
allow one cyclist at a
time to pass.(i.e.
bottleneck will reduce
the speed and effect
of impacts)
Signage, for cyclist
telling them to slow
down and give way to
pedestrians, at all
times
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The kerb
surrounding
both sides of
the floating bus
stop

The partial raised
kerb positioned on
either side of the
floating bus stop
provides limited step
free access to cross
the superhighway.
Especially, when the
bus stop is heavily
congested.

Congestion may also
cause person at bus
stop to fall off into
the road or
superhighway

Partial
raised kerb

Wheelchair users,
related mobility
impairments. VI
users

Increase the
length/width of the
drop down kerb.

Anyone but
especially physically
infirm are at risk
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Litter bin
positioned
directly next to
the floating bus
stop

The litter bin limits
the available space
between at the bus
stop, increases
congestion, and
reduces ease of
access

None

All passengers but
especially those with
visual impairment;
wheelchair users
and persons with
buggies. Causes
poor access if bus
stops directly
opposite the bin, it
could prevent
access to ramp.

Remove litter bins
from the bus stop
island. The bins could
be placed by the side
edge of the
pavement.
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Comments/suggestions for further improvements to address the identified potential risks/safety
concerns – these suggestions are made based on additional anecdotal evidence from other parts of the
country

1. There is need to ensure that cyclists reduce their speed on approaching the floating bus stops. The use of
signage requires them to dismount from the saddle, as used in Cambridge (see photo below) on
approaching the bus stop or use of physical obstruction like uneven and rough surfacing positioned a
metre from the bus stop may be considered. The use of flashing warning lights like the one used on the
approach to a school may also be considered.
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2. Cyclists appear not to recognise the fact that the new floating bus stops are new to passengers who are
not conscious that speeding cyclist are going behind the bus stop.
3. The litter bins placed within the periphery of the bus stops appear to constrain the limited space for use by
passengers. The bins should be relocated to the side of the pavement, (See photo below: Vogue gyratory,
Brighton, UK). In the photo below, taken in Brighton, the position of the litter bin does not restrict the space
available for passengers using the floating bus stop.
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The photo below is Welford Road, Leicester, UK. There is clearly no litter bin around the floating bus stop.
Obviously the reason must be to avoid obstruction for passengers using the floating bus stop.
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4. There is need to increase the ramp access at each bus stop to accommodate at least two
wheelchair/buggy users at the same time. Currently the ramp can only take one pedestrian.
5. The limited space in the island may need to be increased where possible to accommodate more
passengers during the rush hours. It may also be necessary to consider the use of metal railings to prevent
passengers from unconsciously spilling over to the cycle lane, (see photo below also from Cambridge)
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